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Date: 4 MARCH 1999 Ref: DW/REP534 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Subject: EURO SEMINAR FOR NORTH 
LANARKSHIRE BUSINESSES 
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Introduction 

0 This report seeks to make members aware of a seminar on the euro being organised for businesses in 
North Lanarkshire. 

Background 

The advent of the new euro currency on 1 January 1999 will have important ramifications for North 
Lanarkshire companies in the medium to long term. 

Recent surveys suggest that many businesses are still at the very early stages of preparation, despite the 
fact that the euro will have a marked effect on commerce within the UK. The euro cannot be regarded 
as simply another foreign currency, as it will cause fundamental changes in business practice 
throughout Europe - a key market for the UK. 

The euro will obviously affect businesses that export to, or import from, the eleven countries that are 
currently in the eurozone. In the longer term, however, it will also come to affect companies which do 
not export or import via the eurozone, as UK companies may seek to pass the euro down the supply 
chain. 

North Lanarkshire Council and its partners in economic development have a key role to play in relation 
to European monetary union, whether the UK decides to join or not. Considerable work is already 
being undertaken by the Lanarkshire Export Partnership to encourage companies to enter or extend 
their activity in export markets to exploit trading opportunities. 

At the Policy and Resources Working Group on 2 September 1998, the Chief Executive was asked to 
explore the possibility of arranging a seminar for small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in North 
Lanarkshire to highlight the implications of European monetary union and the implications of the euro 
for local companies. The Policy and Resources European Sub-Committee on 26 November 1998 agreed 
the following actions: 
0 That the Council should pursue a seminar on EMU and the Euro 

That collaborative arrangements involving the Chief Executive's Department and the 

That the feasibility of extending arrangements for the seminar to include SMEs from within the 

That a further report on the matter be brought forward to the Policy and Resources European 

0 

Economic development Unit, and other external agencies as appropriate, be established to 
deliver the proposed seminar during February 1999 

West of Scotland 

Sub-Committee in January 1999 

0 

0 
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The Economic Development Unit has been in discussion with the European Unit in the Chief 
Executive’s Department to consider the feasibiIity of the seminar. The Economic Development Unit 
will take the lead in organising the event and identifying speakers. 

Proposals 

It is proposed that the event takes place in the second week in March: the exact date will depend on the 
availability of the venue. A central location will be needed. 

The Economic Development Unit will co-ordinate the speakers: 
e 

e 

John Anderson, euro project manager, Clydesdale Bank 
a representative of a large exporter in North Lanarkshire with a clear strategy for the impact of 

a representative of a smaller company in North Lanarkshire that is attempting to launch a euro 
the euro 

strategy 
e 

The SMEs will be identified and invited through the local Enterprise Companies, co-ordinated by the 
Economic Development Unit. A high demand for this event is anticipated amongst the local business 
community. At this stage it is therefore recommended that the seminar is limited to North Lanarkshire 
companies. 

Conclusions 

The euro seminar will offer local companies the opportunity to learn from experts and other companies 
in a similar position. In a year of change and transition it may be appropriate to treat this as a pilot for a 
future programme of informative seminars. 

Recommendations 

That members note the contents of this report. 

For further information, please contact Deborah Willie, Tourism Development and Marketing Officer 
Telephone: 01236616280 




